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ABSTRACT The future of networking will be driven by the current emerging trends of combining the
physical and virtual realities in cyberspace. Considering the ambient pandemic challenges, the role of virtual
and augmented reality will definitely grow over time by transforming into the paradigm of the Metaverse
of Things, where each person, thing or other entity will simultaneously exist within multiple synchronized
realities. In this paper, we propose a novel framework for future metaverse applications composed of multiple
synchronized data flows from multiple operators through multiple wearable devices and with different
quality requirements. A new service quality model is proposed based on a customizable utility function
for each individual data flow. The proposed approach is based on dynamic fine-grained data flow allocation
and service selection using non-fungible tokens, which can be traded over the blockchain among users and
operators in a decentralized mobile network environment.

11 INDEX TERMS Blockchain, metaverse, the IoT, NFT, 5G/6G.

I. INTRODUCTION12

Evolution of the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intel-13

ligence (AI), virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR) and14

5G technologies is currently gaining increasing interest from15

different industrial verticals.16

The IoT has completely changed the landscape of modern17

information and communication systems by enabling a bridge18

between the real and the digital world. This is achieved by19

providing the communication interface to low-cost devices,20

which interact with the physical objects or environment.21

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Chen Chen .

Thus, the IoT creates a highly automated environment driven 22

by the application of various AI algorithms with collaborative 23

and smart-interconnected sensors and actuators. 24

One of the most appealing trends currently is the develop- 25

ment of a metaverse. A metaverse is the evolution of AR/VR 26

technologies toward interconnected virtual worlds [1]. Meta- 27

verses are developed based on the most advanced means of 28

visualization, sensing and wireless communications. In addi- 29

tion, metaverse leverages the latest achievements of AI and 30

blockchain technologies to achieve a truly immersive user 31

experience with synchronized realities [2], [3]. Currently, 32

metaverses are limited mostly to virtual worlds, where users 33

can be engaged only through the VR headset and purchase 34
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virtual items as unique non-fungible tokens (NFTs). How-35

ever, in the foreseeable future, a VR-based metaverse is36

expected to converge with AR glasses, wearable devices and37

existing IoT infrastructure to synchronize virtual and physical38

realities.39

Therefore, considering the future combination of meta-40

verse and IoT, we can expect that soon AR/VR glasses, ear-41

phones, watches and haptic sensors will be able to operate42

as a decentralized ‘‘smartphone’’ for the metaverse, which43

will enable immersive user engagement in a rich set of44

applications by all available human senses and personal45

metadata.46

We call this concept a Metaverse of Things (MoT), which47

is composed of real people or things and their correspond-48

ing digital twins, which are synchronized across virtual and49

physical realities.50

To achieve a real-time interactive high-resolution render-51

ing of 3D worlds and objects, a huge data volume must52

be transmitted in real-time. Thus, MoT will impose more53

stringent requirements on the underlying 5G/6G mobile net-54

work infrastructure [4]. In addition, it is also clear that con-55

ventional service models, which were initially designed for56

smartphones and current mobile network operators (MNOs),57

will not be effective for the new types of user equipment58

(UEs). Hence, the most important challenge will be to59

transmit large amounts of data through the mobile network60

infrastructure and ensure that the end user will be able to61

transmit or receive these data simultaneously over multiple62

parallel data flows through all of the UEs and with different63

QoS (Quality of Service) parameters. For example, wearable64

devices can provide low-throughput sensory data to transmit65

the precise movements and gestures of the user, while AR/VR66

devices will receive the corresponding high-throughput 3D67

video stream rendered according to the corresponding user68

movements. Such functionality will provide a completely69

new user experience for various industries, such as remote70

surgeries, holographic telepresence, machinery maintenance,71

autonomous driving, etc. [5].72

In this paper, we address the aforementioned problem by73

developing a multi-flow synchronized service provision for74

future MoT applications. The key idea is to slice the applica-75

tion in cyberspace, splitting the whole data flow into separate76

subflows. All subflows are independent and can be transmit-77

ted by different MNOs to various UEs and with a variety of78

QoS requirements while being orchestrated at the application79

layer. To ensure precise synchronization of the data flows80

and strict end-to-end QoS guarantees, we use unique NFTs81

for each application and each separate data flow, which are82

managed by smart contracts among UEs and MNOs based on83

the underlying blockchain infrastructure.84

To the best of our knowledge, there are currently no85

research works that address the problem of decentralized86

quality of experience (QoE) management for applications87

composed of multiple data flows, which are transmitted by88

different MNOs and to various UEs. In addition, there are no89

works that consider the decentralized resource allocation in90

mobile networks by usingNFTs as the tradable representation 91

of network resources in the blockchain. 92

Thus, the main contributions of this article are as follows: 93

1) We propose a novel multi-flow synchronized service 94

provisioning based on NFTs and blockchain for meta- 95

verse and IoT applications. 96

2) We propose a new service management model for 97

decentralized multi-flow applications that allows us to 98

derive the unique QoS metric for each individual data 99

flow. 100

3) We propose a new method of dynamic multi-flow ser- 101

vice selection for the decentralized multioperator net- 102

work environment. 103

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 104

Section II provides an overview of the key enablers of the 105

MoT. Section III describes the system model and the pro- 106

posed approach in detail. Section IV covers the simulation 107

results and the discussion. Section V concludes the paper. 108

II. KEY ENABLERS FOR THE METAVERSE OF THINGS 109

In this section, we review the key technological trends, which 110

are essential blocks for the MoT concept, such as IoT, digital 111

twins, blockchain, AI, 6G, AR/VR, etc. 112

A. SERVICE MANAGEMENT IN 5G AND BEYOND MOBILE 113

NETWORKS 114

To meet the stringent criteria posed on the reliability and 115

latency of IoT applications in a fast-evolving environ- 116

ment, 5G networks represent the key technological aspect 117

to be addressed jointly with various application use cases, 118

including enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive 119

machine type communication (mMTC), ultra-reliable com- 120

munication and low latency communication (URLLC). These 121

5G-oriented services will greatly enhance the efficiency 122

and flexibility of intelligent systems by replacing the tradi- 123

tional cable setups and simplifying the digital transformation 124

process [11]. 125

The preliminary results delivered in [11] investigate the 126

impact of different radio configurations at the physical and 127

media-access control layers, which provides an important 128

conclusion that the dedicated reserved bandwidth for the 129

eMBB and URLLC use cases in industrial applications can 130

strongly impact the effectiveness of the services in terms of 131

the throughput and latency. Next, the authors in [12] proposed 132

simultaneous support of eMBB and URRLC services via an 133

explicit prioritization method, which allows perfect isola- 134

tion and stable performance characteristics for URLLC-based 135

industrial applications even in a dynamically changing envi- 136

ronment, while eMBB traffic with slightly weaker require- 137

ments would experience dynamic transitions in terms of 138

application performance. 139

Finally, some concluding remarks regarding the eMBB 140

and URLLC performance in the isolated scenarios of 5G 141

IIoT applications were comprehensively described in [13]. 142

Applications of IIoT allowed real-time monitoring by 143
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TABLE 1. Overview of the of existing service management solutions for 5G, Metaverse and IoT applications.

automated advanced control technologies in the manufactur-144

ing process [22]. For example, industrial services covered145

within the concept of Industry 5.0 already use some form of146

telemetry or remote support to enhance the key performance147

indicators (KPIs) [4], [14].148

Currently, most of the services rely on the cloud and edge149

computing infrastructure to orchestrate service instances in150

cost-effective way. Such an approach enables the automa-151

tion and softwarization of the service provisioning pro-152

cess. For example, in [15], authors propose an automation153

solution for vertical services provisioning and hierarchical154

Service Level Agreement (SLA) management. Authors con-155

sider three different scaling levels for applications, services156

and resources, respectively. Proposed solution is proven to157

be effective for both mission-critical and entertainment ser-158

vices. The partially decentralized approach for 5G service159

management is proposed in [16], where authors have devel-160

oped a software-defined network with logically centralized161

but physically distributed controller to improve the QoS in162

5G network.163

Another way to differentiate QoS/QoE parameters in164

mobile networks is the network slicing. In [17] authors pro-165

pose a hierarchical RAN slicing framework, which takes166

into account network level slicing, gNB level slicing and167

packet scheduling slicing. Proposed approach provides a168

fine-grained adjustment of network resources to achievemore169

effective service management.170

There are many other solutions for SLA and QoS man-171

agement in 5G mobile networks, which are summarized in172

Table 1. It should be noted, however, that these solutions173

assume homogeneous QoS per each application, and thus,174

no multi-flow service provision was considered in the works175

presented above.176

B. INTERNET OF SKILLS IN A METAVERSE177

With recent advancements related to 5G network deploy-178

ments, the Internet of Skills (IoS) has received increasing179

attention as a solution for the delivery of physical skills across180

the globe over the internet.181

Most notably, the IoS concept takes advantage of the182

fruitful fusion of recent advancements in the wireless183

communication industry represented by the 5G-enabled tac- 184

tile internet, AI and robotics, creating new business oppor- 185

tunities for verticals in industries, such as healthcare and 186

industrial remote engineering [6], [7]. The tactile internet can 187

support most MoT applications by providing an ultra-reliable 188

network with extremely low service latency [8]. Low latency 189

is vital for applications, such as self-driving vehicles, 190

AI-assisted smart medical devices, andmanufacturing robots, 191

where milliseconds can literally prevent disasters. These 192

stringent requirements can be satisfied by deploying local 193

5G/6G networks with edge computing capabilities located 194

therein [9]. To unleash the full potential of the Internet of 195

Skills concept in the MoT environment, we need to extend 196

the traditional concept of the tactile internet with haptic 197

communications providing immersive user engagement by 198

enriching the sensory experience in many critical aspects of 199

industries [10]. Thus, the underlying idea of the IoS is natu- 200

rally aligned with our proposed MoT concept. 201

It is clear that synchronization between physical and virtual 202

worlds will heavily rely on the use of AI-based data process- 203

ing algorithms to render the corresponding views and gener- 204

ate control commands in both directions. Therefore, security 205

and robustness to external attack will be one of the important 206

challenges for the MoT in the future [25]. 207

A typical use case where the IoS can be applied with the 208

MoT is a remote driving scenario, where an unmanned car 209

is controlled over multiple parallel data flows, and including 210

high-quality video streaming from and on-board cameras to 211

VR headset, ultra-low latency data flows for the various sen- 212

sory telemetry and ultra-low latency data flows for remote 213

control by a steering wheel and pedals. Similar applications 214

can be found in other areas, such as remote surgery, machin- 215

ery maintenance, and entertainment. 216

C. BLOCKCHAIN-EMPOWERED METAVERSE OF THINGS 217

To synchronize the physical and virtual reality, the MoT 218

system should be decentralized by its nature. Therefore, 219

blockchain technology is considered one of the key enablers 220

of the proposed concept. Blockchain can be an effective solu- 221

tion for decentralized and secure content sharing in MoT 222
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by leveraging the distributed ledger validated by the inner223

consensus algorithm.224

Initially, blockchain was perceived as the mechanism for225

storing financial data and as the intermediary for various226

financial transactions. However, now we witness the trend of227

shifting it toward other domains, including the IoT environ-228

ment, such as for healthcare services with support of Inter-229

net of Skills [26], automated manufacturing processes [27],230

secure data aggregation [28], mixed reality content shar-231

ing [29], COVID pandemic monitoring [30], etc.232

Apart from the aforementioned scenarios, blockchain is233

particularly interesting for the decentralized SLA manage-234

ment in 5G/6G mobile network, which is needed for the MoT235

applications. The key requirement of the MoT is the flexible236

SLA policies, with dynamic pricing, continuous monitoring237

and control of the obligations without the third-party. Such238

framework has been proposed in [37], where authors pro-239

posed a framework to monitor SLA terms in an automatic and240

decentralized manner using smart contracts and blockchain241

technologies. Similar approaches that leverage blockchain242

and smart contracts for service management have been pro-243

posed in works [35], [38], [39], [40], [41].244

It should be noted that the decentralized consensus mech-245

anism of blockchain has high potential to ensure a secure246

interoperability of many sensors and actuators in the IoT247

system [31]. Nevertheless, there is still a challenge of find-248

ing the optimal trade-off between security, throughput and249

energy demand of the consensus algorithm. Considering that250

most IoT devices are constrained by power and computing251

capabilities, this problem is of paramount importance [32],252

[33]. Considering the huge traffic expectations and latency253

constraints in the MoT network [34], the abovementioned254

blockchain limitations will be the key implementation con-255

cerns, which are discussed in the following sub-subsection.256

D. BLOCKCHAIN CONSENSUS ALGORITHMS257

Blockchain is a peer-to-peer system where all nodes commu-258

nicate directly without a centralized entity. The consensus259

algorithm is the key procedure of any blockchain network260

because it defines the way distributed nodes validate each261

transaction in a secure manner [48]. A transaction itself is262

the record that indicates the corresponding changes in the263

distributed ledger, which must be verified by several nodes.264

All nodes (or more than 51%) in the blockchain must update265

the new state of the distributed ledger, which ensures the266

security and immutability of each transaction [49].267

Among all available consensus algorithms, choosing the268

optimal algorithm is not a trivial task. The consensus algo-269

rithm specifies how data are spreading among all blockchain270

nodes, how decisions are made by each node, and how271

the new block of verified transactions is added to the272

blockchain [50]. For brevity, in this paper, we will not cover273

all available consensus algorithms, considering that there are274

already some surveys that describe them in more detail [51],275

[52], [53], [54]. Instead, in the next subsection, we briefly276

compare the most widely adopted consensus algorithms and277

their suitability for MoT, such as Proof-of-Work (PoW), 278

Proof-of-Stake (PoS), Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) and 279

their corresponding modifications [52]. 280

1. PoW is the first and most famous consensus algorithm. 281

It is implemented in the Bitcoin blockchain. The main idea 282

of PoW is the complex cryptographic puzzle (hash), which 283

takes considerable time and energy to solve. This procedure is 284

called mining. The nodes with the most computing power are 285

more likely to win the contest for mining the next block [55]. 286

In addition, each block contains a hash function of the pre- 287

vious block, which makes all blocks linked in the chain [56]. 288

These features prevent any attack on the system if the number 289

of blockchain nodes is large enough because no one is able to 290

accommodate enough computing power within a short time 291

frame to replace the part of the chain with faked transac- 292

tions [57]. Apart from Bitcoin, the largest PoW blockchains 293

are Ethereum 1.0, Litecoin, Monero, etc. Although PoW is 294

the most decentralized and secure consensus algorithm, it has 295

corresponding drawbacks, such as low throughput and high 296

energy consumption. Therefore, it is not suitable for the pro- 297

posedmulti-flow service provisioning in a decentralizedMoT 298

system. 299

2. PoS has emerged as an energy-efficient consensus 300

algorithm that replaced the mining process (i.e., complex 301

cryptographic computing) by the validation process. Thus, 302

instead of competing by computational performance, valida- 303

tors (nodes) compete with each other by their financial stakes 304

locked in the system. This type of approach does not require 305

complex computations because the contest will be won by the 306

‘‘richest’’ validator. At first glance, it may be seen as a risky 307

option because extremely wealthy users can afford to accom- 308

modate 51% of the total stake in the network to centralize the 309

entire blockchain and alter transactions for their own benefit. 310

However, practically, this type of attack would be a huge risk 311

of losing all the staked funds. In addition, PoS uses a random 312

selection of validators among all eligible nodes who stake a 313

minimal amount of money. This adds an additional security 314

mechanism, which requires potential attackers to not only 315

stake 51% of the total stake but also distribute it among more 316

than half of the nodes eligible for validation. Therefore, such 317

an attack is possible only for very small blockchains and is 318

very unlikely for large andwidely used PoS blockchains, such 319

as Ethereum 2.0, Polkadot, and Cosmos [49]. Moreover, PoS 320

provides much higher transaction throughput, much lower 321

latency and unlimited scalability through a sharding mech- 322

anism, which make it a good candidate for MoT applications. 323

3. Delegated Proof-of-Stake has emerged as a faster ver- 324

sion of the PoS, where the number of validators is decreased 325

to the small group of delegates, which are elected by the 326

majority of nodes [58]. This approach increases the transac- 327

tion throughput and decreases the latency of the blockchain 328

by reducing the minimal number of required validators to 329

very few nodes. This, however, causes a less decentralized 330

system, which makes the whole network less secure. The 331

most widely used DPoS blockchains are EOS, TRON and 332

Cardano. 333
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4. Proof-of-Stake and Authority (PoSA) consensus repre-334

sents a DPoSmodel, where validators are selected by the cen-335

tral authority. Such model has obvious drawbacks, because it336

makes the whole blockchain centralized. However, this fea-337

ture allows to achieve a high throughput and scalability of338

the system. The first and the most used PoSA implementation339

is Binance Smart Chain, which generates a new block every340

3 seconds [59].341

5. Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (pBFT) is another342

popular consensus algorithm. In pBFT, nodes are sequentially343

ordered as primary and secondary nodes, which makes it344

similar to DPoS. However, in contrast to DPoS, in pBFT,345

secondary nodes should confirm the transaction and send the346

response to the primary nodes. If at least 2/3 of the secondary347

nodes confirm the transaction, the primary node confirms it as348

well. Consensus is then achieved if at least 2/3 of the primary349

nodes confirm the transaction. Thus, a practical Byzantine350

fault-tolerant blockchain can work properly up to one-third351

of malicious nodes in the network [60], [61]. Thus, with a352

larger number of nodes, the pBFT blockchain becomes more353

secure.Moreover, themost popular implementations of pBFT354

are the Hyperledger Fabric [62] and XRP Ledger [63]. While355

the former has gained a lot of attention for industrial IoT356

applications [64], the latter has been mostly considered the357

fastest solution for implementation of CBDC (Central Bank358

Digital Currency) [65].359

The numerical comparison of above-mentioned consen-360

sus algorithms in terms of throughput, latency and security361

aspects is provided in Table 2.362

E. BLOCKCHAIN AND NFT-BASED RESOURCE363

TOKENIZATION USING NFTs364

Apart from security benefits and the decentralized trust365

amongmultiple agents, blockchain provides a convenient tool366

for resource management in heterogeneous communication367

systems. The recent solution is provided by ERC-721 Non-368

Fungible Token Standard. The key feature that distinguishes369

NFTs from traditional cryptocurrencies is its uniqueness to370

ensure that one NFT is not equal to other NFTs. This type of371

feature allows us to represent unique assets of the real world372

in the digital blockchain world and facilitate their transition373

over the internet. Such a feature allows the development of an374

infinite number of use cases for NFTs based on the different375

smart contracts [46].376

Currently, there are already many activities in the377

blockchain industry that leverage NFTs as the key part in the378

overall development of the metaverse solutions. In addition,379

presently, NFTs are already adopted mostly by the gaming380

and entertainment industry, where they are used to replicate381

different virtual assets in games and metaverses [46], [47].382

Nevertheless, in the context of Industry 5.0, blockchain and383

AI, NFTs can have a great impact considering the opportunity384

to digitize any real or virtual things in a secure and trustful385

manner [43], [44], [45].386

Therefore, we consider NFT as the core component of the387

proposed framework for service management in MoT.388

F. PREREQUISITES FOR THE MoT AND LIMITATION OF 389

THE EXISTING SOLUTIONS 390

Despite of numerous related research works, currently there 391

is not any complete solution for MoT. In Table 1, we sum- 392

marize the existing research background in the context of 393

MoT, and it’s particular components such as IoT/IoS, 5G/6G, 394

metaverse and blockchain. It is clearly seen that combination 395

of the above-mentioned components enables the future devel- 396

opment of MoT, as emphasized in the Table 1. 397

Therefore, a general framework is needed to combine all 398

existing technologies under a common umbrella of decentral- 399

ized multi-flow service management to provide a new secure 400

and trustful networking ecosystem for the envisioned concept 401

of the MoT. 402

The difference between IoT (IIoT) and the MoT is that the 403

former is synchronizing any physical thing with its digital 404

twin, while the latter is actually synchronizing realities in the 405

physical and virtual world. The definition of ‘‘thing’’ within 406

the new concept is more flexible because it can now refer 407

to physically connected instances in the real world and to 408

absolutely unique virtual things that are not present in the 409

real world. From the industrial perspective, it also allows us 410

to synchronize a physical infrastructure of robots, production 411

lines, sensors and actuators with the corresponding virtual 412

copy of the same environment by using a uniqueNFT for each 413

entity. 414

Unlike the IoT, which can rely on any and even bad internet 415

connectivity in some cases, the MoT will rely on the precise 416

synchronization of multiple independent data flows to pro- 417

vide a comprehensive replication of real world context and 418

surroundings in virtual reality. Thus, data from accelerom- 419

eters, hyroscopes and haptic sensors need to be transmit- 420

ted simultaneously with the data from smartphones, AR/VR 421

headsets and cameras to transfer and visualize the relative 422

movement of people, machines or vehicles in the virtual 3D 423

space. We call this process a ‘‘multi-flow service provision,’’ 424

which is described later in the paper. 425

III. BLOCKCHAIN-EMPOWERED SERVICE MANAGEMENT 426

FOR DECENTRALIZED METAVERSE AND IoT 427

APPLICATIONS 428

In this section, we describe the proposed blockchain-based 429

framework for the envisioned concept of theMoT,which aims 430

to synchronize physical and virtual realities via the under- 431

lying network infrastructure by using the novel analytical 432

definition of service quality evaluation and management for 433

multi-flow decentralized applications. 434

A. SYSTEM MODEL 435

The conventional concept of network slicing, defined in 436

3GPP TS 29.531 [18], assumes that a separate virtual net- 437

work infrastructure with dedicated QoS requirements is pro- 438

vided for each type of service, such as mMTC, URLLC and 439

eMBB. Here, we extend this vision to metaverse slicing, 440

which assumes a synchronized transmission of data flows 441
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TABLE 2. Performance and functionality comparison of different blockchain infrastructures.

with different QoS parameters via multiple communication442

links of multiple MNOs and through multiple UEs to pro-443

vide immersive engagement of users in a specific use case.444

An important assumption is that by the definition of UE,445

we assume conventional smartphones and, more likely, any446

other device, such as AR-glasses, smart-watch, earbuds, cam-447

eras, sensors, actuators, which are either wearable or are parts448

of the environment such as home, office or car. Correspond-449

ingly, we use the term ‘‘end user’’ to describe a person rather450

than a device. A typical application is considered to be assem-451

bled in a cyber-physical space based on partial information452

from each UE. As an example, we can imagine AR naviga-453

tion, which not only relies on the GPS coordinates but also454

on the real-time data from the accelerometer to determine the455

spatial orientation.456

Blockchain is distributed ledger technology, where data are457

effectively stored in a structure table, which is updated and458

verified by all nodes of the network. To maintain consistency459

with such a structure, we describe the proposed model as a460

matrix of the data flows F ∈ RI×J :461

F =


f11 f12 · · · f1J
f21 f22 · · · f2J
...

...
. . .

...

fI1 fI2 · · · fIJ

 ∈ RI×J . (1)462

In (1), each element of the matrix represents a data flow of463

the i-th UE with the QoS type j at the instantaneous moment464

of time. Naturally, there is a very low probability that all465

data flows will exist simultaneously, and the matrix is more466

likely to be sparse with many zero elements. To reflect a time467

dynamic in the model, we extend (1) with an additional time468

index as follows:469

F =
[
fij1 fij2 · · · fijT

]
∈ RI×J×T . (2)470

In (2), each element represents an instantaneous state of the471

matrix (1) within the discrete time frame t . By physical mean-472

ing, the time index is infinite, but we limit it to the last473

time frame, for which we can schedule a data flow. Corre-474

spondingly, the smallest element in the tensor represented by475

(2) indicates the number of bits, which must be transmitted476

within the dedicated time interval to the corresponding i-th477

UE with the QoS slice j as follows: 478

fi,j,t = F (i, j, t) . (3) 479

Thus, the total data rate at the discrete time interval t can 480

be described as a function of (3) as follows: 481

Rt =

∑
i

∑
j
fi,j,t

τ
, (4) 482

where τ is the time frame between two discrete intervals t and 483

t + 1. By representing (2) with values of (4), we can obtain 484

a vector of target total data rates for the dedicated scheduling 485

period as follows: 486

R =
[
R1 R2 · · · RT

]
∈ RT . (5) 487

Thus, the problem of scheduling in the proposed system 488

model can be described by matching the vector in (5) with the 489

vector of available bandwidth resources for the equivalent set 490

of discrete time intervals t ∈ (0,T ) as follows: 491

W =
[
W1 W2 · · · WT

]
∈ RT . (6) 492

In general, to match data rate (5) and bandwidth (6), we need 493

to derive the values of spectral efficiency, which depend on 494

the channel characteristics between the base station and UE. 495

However, considering the frequent fluctuations of the channel 496

conditions due to the expectedmobility of UEs and the decen- 497

tralized service provision by multiple operators via different 498

communication networks, we can redefine (6) as a vector of 499

available data capacity per time interval as follows: 500

C =
[
C1 C2 · · · CT

]
∈ RT . (7) 501

If the available data capacity in a vector (7) is Ci > τRi, 502

scheduling can be performed without any need for adjust- 503

ment. However, in the opposite situation when Ci < τRi, 504

we need to apply advanced scheduling based on different QoE 505

metrics. 506

Hence, it is important to define a model for the service 507

quality evaluation for each data flow, considering the indi- 508

vidual features of each application. 509

The typical scheduling procedure in 3GPP-based mobile 510

networks is performed in a dynamic manner according to 511

the instantaneous channel conditions, user priority and ser- 512

vice type. Nevertheless, within the proposed framework, 513
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FIGURE 1. The generalized service management model of the blockchain-empowered Metaverse of things.

we propose a more comprehensive evaluation of the individ-514

ual context of each application in the physical and virtual515

world while ensuring synchronized data delivery, high reli-516

ability and ubiquitous availability regardless of the serving517

MNO [19], [20], [21]. In addition, considering the unique518

feature of each device and data flow, the conventional defi-519

nition of the service quality is no longer applicable because520

very often the typical future IoT application in the metaverse521

is composed of multiple synchronized data flows. In addi-522

tion, economic constraints need to be considered because523

the trade-off between service price and service quality may524

have a substantial impact on the overall efficiency of the525

application.526

B. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED SERVICE PROVISIONING FOR527

MULTI-FLOW IoT APPLICATIONS528

We propose a decentralized model, where each UE has a529

unique identifier in the blockchain, which can be recognized530

by all registered MNOs. This type of solution allows the531

dynamic handling of service-level agreements (SLAs) based532

on the smart contracts and transactions of NFTs. An NFT is533

a token that can represent a unique asset and can be traded534

among different entities over the native blockchain infras-535

tructure. Thus, blockchain can replace traditional billing sys-536

tems and provide an open market for IoT services where UEs537

can choose among multiple offers from MNOs with different538

prices and SLAs [36]. Moreover, this type of approach allows539

the development of particular use cases based on multiple540

synchronized data flows from different UEs. The generalized541

system model of the proposed MoT concept is presented in 542

Fig. 1. 543

Currently, there is an open question regarding the underly- 544

ing blockchain infrastructure for the proposed MoT concept. 545

As we discussed in section II, there are several blockchains 546

that can be used for MoT, and each blockchain has its own 547

pros and cons. Most of them are actively developing so that 548

the current ‘‘status quo’’ in terms of performance can be 549

easily changed anytime. Nevertheless, the essential require- 550

ments for MoTs are the support of smart contracts and NFTs 551

with reasonable throughput and latency. Therefore, among 552

the blockchains in Table 2, we can outline Ethereum 2.0, 553

Polkadot and Cosmos as more decentralized and expensive, 554

and BSC, Hyperledger and XRP Ledger as cheaper but more 555

centralized MoT solutions. 556

As mentioned above, the key feature of the proposed 557

framework is in the decentralized spatial representation of 558

the data flows and their association with UEs, services and 559

MNOs. In particular, a decentralized model allows UE to 560

choose multiple MNOs for different services simultaneously 561

and change them in quasi-real-time through blockchain smart 562

contracts. Thus, an overall data flow in this scenario can be 563

represented as follows: 564

F =


fij11 fij12 · · · fij1K
fij21 fij22 · · · fij2K
...

...
. . .

...

fijT1 fijT2 · · · fijTK

 ∈ RI×J×T×K , (8) 565
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where the smallest data flow can be represented by a connec-566

tion of the i− thUE with the j− th service to the k− thMNO567

at the time interval t as follows:568

fi,j,t,k = F (i, j, t, k) . (9)569

Note that matrix F represents the same total data flow in both570

(2) and (8), and the following condition should be satisfied as571

follows:572 ∑
i

∑
j

∑
t

fi,j,t =
∑
i

∑
j

∑
t

∑
k

fi,j,t,k . (10)573

Equations (8)-(10) represent how the total data flow splits574

among multiple MNOs and provide a flexible model for575

decentralized SLA management over blockchain infrastruc-576

ture. Technically, blockchain allows us to trace all records577

about spectrum allocation and usage. In addition, the appli-578

cation of NFTs enables a forward market for the variety of579

services in Industry 5.0 and other areas. This means that each580

end user is able to schedule his or her own service usage in581

advance by purchasing the applications corresponding NFT582

token. A smart contract in this case can automatically split583

the target application into multiple data flows with different584

service requirements and purchase the NFT resource tokens585

for each data flow from any MNO. Despite the overall com-586

plexity of such multi-flow service provision, we expect that587

over time, a clear statistical pattern of network behavior will588

be found, and UEs will mostly select the same services from589

the same MNOs at the specific time intervals and coverage590

areas.591

The proposed platform leveraging the analytical con-592

cept presented above consists of blockchain infrastructure593

and smart contract management services (Fig. 2). Smart594

contract management services have an application pro-595

gramming interface (API) frontend to interact with users596

and operators. Although we assume that the interaction597

between the UE and MNO will be automated without598

human intervention, we still leave an option for end users599

to influence this process by manually scheduling forward600

market service requests. Considering the rapid research in the601

blockchain area, we avoid any recommendation about target602

blockchain infrastructure. Currently, there are many avail-603

able blockchains, and the Ethereum network was chosen for604

smart contract implementation to prove the proposed concept605

because it is the most commonly used and well-documented606

infrastructure.607

C. SERVICE MANAGEMENT FOR DECENTRALIZED608

MULTI-FLOW APPLICATIONS609

Within the context of multi-flow applications, such as meta-610

verse, IIoT, autonomous driving, AR experience, etc., it is611

extremely difficult to explicitly calculate quality of expe-612

rience (QoE) values based on common network KPIs.613

To resolve this problem, we propose using a utility function614

that provides weighted multicriteria optimization in terms615

of price and different service quality parameters [66] as616

FIGURE 2. Proposed structure of the blockchain-based framework for
decentralized service management in 6G.

follows: 617

u(q, p) = [µ (q− qmin)+ (1− µ) (pmax − p)] , (11) 618

where q is an integral QoE value of the data flow, p is the 619

service price for the data flow normalized by time and deter- 620

mined by the algorithm presented in [67], qmin is the lowest 621

QoE value acceptable by the user, and pmax is the highest 622

service price that the user is willing to pay. An additional 623

parameter µ ∈ (0, 1) is used to determine the preference of 624

the end user in terms of the trade-off between the service price 625

and the service quality. 626

The utility function (11) is unique for each individual UE i 627

and service type j, and thus, can be presented in a similar way 628

to (1) as follows: 629

U =


u11 u12 · · · u1J
u21 u22 · · · u2J
...

...
. . .

...

uI1 uI2 · · · uIJ

 ∈ RI×J . (12) 630

An integral quality parameter q can be represented as a 631

weighted sum of all other parameters as follows: 632

q = R · β(R) + T · β(T ) + L · β(L) and 633

β(R) + β(T ) + β(L) = 1, (13) 634

where R,T ,L are the throughput, latency and packet loss, 635

respectively, as defined by the 5G quality identifier in 3GPP 636

TS 23.501 [68]. By amending the corresponding values of 637

β(R), β(T ), β(L), in equation (13) each UE can define which 638

parameters are more important and adapt the balance between 639
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them to customize its own service quality. As a result, amatrix640

of QoE requirements (12) is defined in real-time in a decen-641

tralized manner considering the context of each individual642

end user, UE and service data flow.643

D. METHOD OF DYNAMIC MULTI-FLOW SERVICE644

SELECTION BY UEs645

The main difference of the multi-flow service selection from646

the end user perspective is that there are many services,647

which are provided by superimposing the multiple separated648

data flows, which interact with the end user through multi-649

ple devices, such as sensors, cameras, AR headsets, robotic650

equipment, etc. To ensure the best possible immersive user651

experience, it is important that all these data flows are syn-652

chronized properly so that all functions will supplement each653

other in the correct way. This becomes especially challenging654

when we attempt to synchronize data flows with different655

requirements, such as tactile data, video data, and data from656

ambient sensors. To resolve this problem, we propose using657

NFTs to represent a multi-flow application as a single entity658

in the blockchain, which can be traded between users and659

MNOs.660

Initially, a user can request an application as a whole661

through our framework, which is then translated into a set662

of smaller data flows with different service requirements,663

operators and UEs (smartphones, sensors, wearables, etc.).664

Then, each UE is able to negotiate its service agreement665

with any MNO in advance through the contract management666

service in the proposed framework (Fig. 2). Smart-contract667

bids offered by MNOs to UEs contain the absolute values of668

partial quality parameters and the corresponding service price669

as follows:670 〈
S(i), pi

〉
= 〈[Ri,Ti,Li] , pi〉 , (14)671

where i is an index of UE. Thus, UEs evaluate their integral672

utility functions as follows:673

U =


uij11 uij12 · · · uij1K
uij21 uij22 · · · uij2K
...

...
. . .

...

uijT1 uijT2 · · · uijTK

 ∈ RI×J×T×K . (15)674

Then, each UE selects the smart contract (14) with the highest675

utility function (15) among all available bids for each type of676

service j at each discrete time interval t:677

f (k) = max
∀i,j,t

U (i, j, k, t) . (16)678

Once a smart contract with utility (16) is executed, each679

selected MNO establishes the dedicated QoS flow for the680

corresponding UE with target parameters. Meanwhile, each681

UE receives a corresponding NFT associated with dedicated682

network resources, and the corresponding amount of cryp-683

tocurrency is held by a smart contract until successful confir-684

mation of service provision. In the case of fair behavior, all685

money will be transferred to the wallet of the corresponding686

MNO.687

FIGURE 3. The generalized protocol diagram of the dynamic service
selection between MNOs and UEs.

The high-level protocol diagram of the dynamic service 688

selection betweenMNOs and end users is displayed in Fig. 3. 689

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 690

This section illustrates the performance characteristics of the 691

proposed multi-flow service model for the case study of MoT 692

networks consisting of a large number of UEs with different 693

service requirements. The main setting of the radio resource 694

allocation of the physical frame using carrier aggregation is as 695

follows.We consider channel bandwidthW = 5MHz consist- 696

ing of 25 resource blocks allocated in two sub-GHz frequency 697

carriers (3.6 GHz and 3.62 GHz). The total number of RBs is 698

thus 50 RBs for each dedicated time slot (1 ms). The UEs 699

follow the Manhattan mobility model with a velocity of 1m/s 700

in the grid road topology. The dedicated KPIs are collected 701

based on the Monte Carlo simulation approach, averaging 702

N = 1000 of the simulation trials. 703

In the current simulations, we omit the numerical evalua- 704

tion of the blockchain performance for the following reasons. 705

First, there is no technical possibility to deploy and test a 706

blockchain, with the meaningful number of nodes. Conse- 707

quently, any implementation will be limited to either few 708

nodes or to fully virtual blockchain simulation on a single 709

machine. As result, all numerical values of the throughput and 710

latency in a simulated blockchain will not be representative. 711

Nevertheless, as mentioned in section III.B, there are already 712

existing blockchains, which can satisfy the requirements of 713

MoT, which makes the whole our concept feasible. There- 714

fore, in the current paper, we provide the pure simulation 715

results to assess the trade-off between possible scenarios of 716
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FIGURE 4. Average throughput of the different multi-flow data streams,
which show the boundary cases (i.e., throughput- and latency-sensitive
UEs) and the use case with equally balanced data flow.

FIGURE 5. Average latency of the different multi-flow data streams,
which show the boundary cases (i.e., throughput- and latency-sensitive
UEs) and the use case with equally balanced data flow.

FIGURE 6. Average throughput of UEs per unit service price.

MoT applications by comparing the 3 borderline types of717

data flows: latency sensitive (β(R) = 0, β(T ) = 1, β(L) = 0),718

throughput sensitive (β(R) = 1, β(T ) = 0, β(L) = 0), and bal-719

anced (β(R) = 0.5, β(T ) = 0.5, β(L) = 0). It should be noted720

that to simplify the description, we neglect the packet loss721

because it has less of an impact on the system compared to722

the throughput and latency.723

Comparing the results for throughput (Fig. 4) and latency724

(Fig. 5), we observe that they follow theoretical expectations725

FIGURE 7. Operator’s profit for boundary cases (i.e., throughput- and
latency-sensitive UEs) and the use case with equally balanced data flow.

and behave exactly as needed in terms of balancing both met- 726

rics. For the latency-sensitive data flows, we do not observe 727

high throughput because each data block is transmitted imme- 728

diately in available resource blocks to reduce latency, while 729

for the throughput-sensitive and latency-tolerant data flows, 730

we tend to wait until a larger number of resource blocks will 731

be available to ensure that large data blocks will have enough 732

resources for transmission. Furthermore, balanced data flows 733

are in the middle in both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 because they 734

must follow both requirements simultaneously. Nevertheless, 735

we observe a clear relation between the number of data flows 736

and all performance indicators. The difference in throughput 737

between the 3 types of data flows is much higher when the 738

number of data flows is low and diminishes with increasing 739

data flow number (Fig. 4). This is clear because the total 740

throughput is limited and divided between all data flows. 741

Therefore, with a lower range of throughputs, we observe a 742

lower difference between service types. In Fig. 5, we observe 743

the opposite situation for latency because latency is increased 744

for a higher number of data flows, and thus, we observe 745

even more differences between the different service 746

types. 747

Apart from the pure technical parameters, we also consider 748

the economic aspects of the network because any decentral- 749

ized system can be sustainable only in the case of a profitable 750

businessmodel. In Fig. 6, the normalized throughput per price 751

unit is compared for different metrics, and we can observe the 752

same relation between the service types as in Fig. 4, which is 753

expected. However, when the number of data flows is larger, 754

all service types converge to the same value of normalized 755

throughput per price unit, which means that during a high 756

load, throughput will depend more on the service price rather 757

than on the type of service. 758

From the perspective of the MNOs in Fig. 7, we observe 759

that their profit from the latency-sensitive data flows is con- 760

sistently higher than that from the throughput-sensitive data 761

flows. Balanced data flows are again averaged between bor- 762

derline types. Naturally, the profit of operators rises with 763

the growing number of users regardless of the service type, 764

but for a very high number of data flows, it becomes more 765

constant. 766
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Since simulation results are provided for borderline cases,767

we can expect that the results for any other combina-768

tion of β(R), β(T ), β(L) will be within a range between769

throughput-sensitive and latency-sensitive data flows in terms770

of the metrics depicted in Fig. 4 - Fig. 7.771

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH772

In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach for man-773

aging service data flows considering the emerging trends774

of the metaverse, the Internet of Skills and Industry 5.0.775

We resolved the problem of synchronized data transmission776

and service provision through multiple devices to ensure777

immersive engagement of end users through all available778

means of sensing and visualization. In particular, we pro-779

pose a blockchain-empowered framework for decentralized780

service management based on the multiple data flows of dif-781

ferent service types and different MNOs. We represent multi-782

flow applications by NFTs in the blockchain that enable them783

to be traded as assets among MNOs and end users. In addi-784

tion, NFTs are also created for any network resource, which785

allows automation of the SLAs between UEs and MNOs786

by using smart contracts. Simulation results show that the787

proposed approach allows us to precisely adjust the QoE788

parameters for each IoT application in a decentralizedmanner789

to ensure the best trade-off between network performance790

indicators.791

We assume that the proposed MoT trend requires a792

rethinking of the existing user interfaces from conventional793

all-in-one smartphone model to the customized wearable794

ecosystem of devices, empowered by the multiflow service795

provisioning. The synergic fusion of the advanced 5G/6G796

environment, edge computing AI, AR and wearable sensors797

will drive the post-smartphone era by replacing the powerful798

energy intensive processors to energy efficient small pro-799

cessors supplemented by edge computing. Such fusion will800

open many new interdisciplinary research directions such as801

multi-sensing, low-power wireless communications, embed-802

ded systems, AR rendering and visualization, edge com-803

puting, 6G technologies, robotics, digital twins, blockhain804

and AI solutions. In our future research, we will provide a805

more detailed study on the decentralizedMetaverse of Things806

implementation for different application scenarios based on807

6G, blockchain, NFTs, AR and AI solutions, as well as808

techno-economic aspects and future bussiness models.809
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